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DISTRIBUTION AND EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONSIN A CLUSTER PLASMA CREATED BY A LASER PULSEM. B. Smirnov *State Sienti� Center �Kurhatov Institute�123182, Moskow, RussiaSubmitted 30 January 2003We analyze the properties and the harater of evolution of the eletron subsystem of a large luster (with thenumber of atoms n � 104�106) interating with a short laser pulse of high intensity (1017�1019 W/m2). As aresult of ionization in a strong laser �eld, luster atoms are onverted into multiharged ions, a part of formingeletrons leaves the luster, and the other eletrons move in a self-onsistent �eld of the harged luster andthe laser wave. It is shown that eletron�eletron ollisions are inessential both during the luster irradiation bythe laser pulse and in the ourse of luster expansion; the eletron distribution in the luster does not thereforetransform into the Maxwell one even during the luster expansion. During the luster expansion, the Coulomb�eld of a luster harge ats on luster ions stronger than the pressure resulting from eletron�ion ollisions. Inaddition, bound eletrons remain inside the luster in the ourse of its expansion, and luster expansion doesnot therefore lead to additional luster ionization.PACS: 36.40.Wa, 33.90.+h1. INTRODUCTIONWe onsider the harater of equilibrium in theplasma formed by irradiation of a luster beam bya strong laser pulse of the intensity more than1017 W/m2, whih is studied experimentally [1�3℄.This plasma is used both as a soure of neutrons pro-dued with a beam of deuterium lusters [4�6℄ and forgeneration of X-rays [7�10℄. Under typial experimen-tal onditions, the hierarhy of times of the lusterplasma evolution under onsideration is as follows. Thetypial time of the laser pulse duration (�1 = 30�100 fs)is small ompared to the luster lifetime with respetto Coulomb explosion (�exp � 100�1000 fs), whih is inturn smaller than the typial time of expansion of theforming uniform plasma, whih an reah 1 ns. This hi-erarhy of times determines the behavior of this plasma.Along with this time hierarhy, the harater oflaser energy absorption is important for the yield pa-rameters of the plasma. Exitation of lusters by alaser pulse under onsideration proeeds through theeletron omponent of this plasma, but this interationhas a spei� harater due to parameters of the laser*E-mail: smirnov�imp.kiae.ru

radiation. First, these proesses our in strong �elds,beause the radiation intensity exeeds the atomi �eldstrength, whih is 3 � 1016 W/m2, and we onsiderhigher �elds that are available under ontemporaryexperimental onditions [11℄. Seond, the interationtime is very small, and although it exeeds a typialatomi value, light propagates over the distane 10�mwithin 30 fs. Therefore, in ontrast to the lassialharater of interation between radiation �elds andatomi systems [12�14℄, other interation mehanismsare realized in this ase [15�19℄. Hene, short-time pro-esses our beause of a short time of the laser�lusterinteration, and over-barrier ionization is the main pro-ess of absorption of a strong eletromagneti wave.As a result, the laser radiation energy is onsumed byionization of luster atoms and is transmitted to theeletron omponent of lusters. Below, we onsider theharater of development of the eletron subsystem oflusters under the ation of a strong laser pulse.In the �rst stage of the ionization proess, free ele-trons in lusters result from over-barrier ionization ofluster atoms [15℄. Eletrons of zero kineti energy areformed in this proess, and atoms are transformed intomultiharged ions that are found in the ground state.Forming eletrons move in the laser and luster �elds48



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003 Distribution and evolution of eletrons : : :and reeive energy from these �elds. When eletrons gooutside the luster, a positive luster harge arises, andinteration between the luster and laser �elds leads tothe subsequent eletron liberation. In addition, olli-sions of eletrons an ause redistribution of the ele-tron energy, and we analyze the role of suh proesses.Beause the luster aquires a positive harge un-der the ation of a laser pulse, it expands as a result ofthe interation of the luster �eld and its ions. In theourse of expansion, the eletron subsystem an in�u-ene the expansion proess. In addition, ollisions ofeletrons with multiharged ions that result from ion-ization of luster atoms lead to formation of exitedmultiharged ions; radiation proesses involving multi-harged ions are responsible for X-ray radiation of thisluster plasma.Taken together, proesses involving the eletronsubsystem of lusters determine both the luster ion-ization rate and the harater of energy redistributionof eletrons that a�ets the proesses responsible forX-ray emission of the luster plasma. The goal of thispaper is to analyze the harater of eletron equilib-rium in the luster plasma and the proesses involvingeletrons.2. IONIZATION OF CLUSTER ATOMS ANDCLUSTERS BY A LASER PULSE2.1. Formation of multiharged ions insidelustersUnder typial onditions of the proess under on-sideration, the photon energy is smaller than the ioniza-tion potentials of luster atoms and ions, and ionizationof luster atoms results from over-barrier transitions ofinitially bound eletrons in the laser wave �eld. Be-ause of a high eletri strength of the eletromagnetiwave, this �eld dereases the barrier from the Coulomb�eld of the nuleus, and an initially bound eletron anfreely leave this Coulomb �eld.In onsidering ionization of individual atoms in aluster by a laser pulse, we assume its ation on lusteratoms to be idential to that of a onstant eletri �eld.This assumption is valid at small values of the Keldyshparameter [15℄  = !p2JZF ;where F is the eletri �eld strength, JZ is the ion-ization potential of a multiharged ion with the hargeZ�1, and ! is the laser frequeny (we use atomi unitsin this paper). Therefore, this harater of ionizationof luster atomi partiles is valid for high eletri �eld

strengths F of the laser eletromagneti wave. Hene,we use the Bethe formula [20℄ for the strength F of theeletromagneti wave at whih the barrier disappearsfor an eletron with the ionization potential JZ ,F = J2Z4Z ; (1)where Z is the harge of a forming atomi ion. Thisformula implies that the over-barrier transition leadsto liberation of eletrons whose binding energy is lessthan JZ .This riterion an be represented in another formusing the analysis of dynamis of the eletron transi-tion from the Coulomb �eld of the atomi ore. Indeed,near the top of the barrier reated by the Coulomb �eldof the atomi ore and the onstant eletri �eld, wehave the Newton equationd2rdt2 � 2F rr0 (2)for a lassial eletron, where r0 � pZ=F is the dis-tane of the barrier top from the ion enter. From this,we �nd the typial time�dep �r r02Ffor the over-barrier eletron transition. The require-ment that this time is small ompared to the period ofthe eletromagneti wave gives�2dep!2 � 2r0!2F � Z1=2!2F 3=2 � 1 : (3)Beause of (1), this riterion is idential to the small-ness of the Keldysh parameter. This implies that themehanism of over-barrier ionization of luster atomsand ions under the ation of a strong eletromagnetiwave applies at large intensities of the eletromag-neti wave. In partiular, the right-hand side of ri-terion (3) gives the approximate value 3 � 10�3 for thelaser pulse with I = 1017 W/m2 and frequeny 1.5 eV(Ti:sapphire laser).Charges Z of ions formed by the over-barrier ele-tron transition are given in Table 1. High values of theharge allow us to use a simple formula for the eletronbinding energy in this ase,JZ = Z2ef2(n� Ænl)2 ; (4)where Zef is the e�etive harge that inludes shield-ing of the nuleus harge by atomi eletrons, suh thatZef � Z, and Ænl is the quantum defet for a given4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 (7) 49



M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003Table 1. The harge of luster atomi ions result-ing from luster irradiation by eletromagneti wavesof di�erent intensities at the luster of 106 atoms. The�rst value is the ion harge at the luster enter; thevalue in parentheses is the harge at the boundary1017 W/m2 1018 W/m2 1019 W/m2Kr 12(18) 18(26) 24(27)Xe 11(24) 19(28) 26(43)Mo 12(14) 14(24) 22(32)W 12(38) 22(47) 41(56)eletron shell (usually, Ænl < 1). This formula uses theanalogy of multiharged ions with hydrogen-like ions.We onsider one more aspet of this problem. Usingthe analogy between the ation of a strong eletromag-neti wave and a onstant eletri �eld on an atomipartile, we ignore absorption of the eletromagnetiwave as a result of eletron release. In reality, thisabsorption follows from exitation of the eletron sub-system of an individual luster. We assume that as theeletri �eld strength of the laser wave F os!t variesfrom zero, it leads to the release of new eletron groupsin aordane with Bethe formula (1). Hene, as a re-sult of the over-barrier ionization proess, free eletronsare formed inside a luster with zero energy.We now estimate the exitation time for an indi-vidual luster of n atoms whose eletron subsystem a-quires the exitation energy roughly equal to nJZZ,where Z is a typial harge of forming multihargedions. Beause the inident energy �ux of the laser pulseis F 2=8� and the luster ross setion is equal to itsgeometri ross setion�R2 = �r2Wn2=3(where rW is Wigner�Seitze radius and n is the num-ber of atoms in the luster), we �nd the typial time� during whih all the luster atoms re onverted intomultiharged ions of harge Z,� = n1=3 8JZZr2WF 2 : (5)Substituting the eletri �eld strength F from Eq (1),we obtain �! = n1=3 128 !ZJZ �Z=rWJZ �2 : (6)

This value is muh smaller than the one for luster sizesunder onsideration, and it dereases with the inreaseof the laser pulse intensity beause JZ � Z2. Fieldionization in lusters an therefore be onsidered as aninstant proess. As a result of this analysis, we �nd thattypial experimental intensities of laser pulses providefast exitation of the eletron omponent of lustersthrough ionization of their atoms and ions.2.2. Ionization of a luster as a wholeIonization of a luster under the ation of a strongeletromagneti wave is similar to over-barrier ioniza-tion of atoms. An eletron passes over the barrier andreleases. The di�erene from the ase of an atom is thatthe eletron motion in the luster �eld is desribed bylassial laws and the luster size is restrited. The lat-ter allows a released eletron to leave the luster �eld.The time of eletron displaement by a distane of theorder of the luster radius R is given bytes �sR3Q (7)(the typial eletron veloity is approximately pQ=R,where Q is the luster harge). The riterion t � 1=!then beomes R3!2 � Q : (8)The luster harge is determined by the Bethe formulafor the over-barrier transition of an eletron loated inthe Coulomb �eld of a harge Q and in a onstant ele-tri �eld of a strength F . Taking the interation energyof the eletron with the eletri �eld of the luster tobe Q=R at the luster boundary, we obtain from (1)that the harge Q of this luster is given byQ = 4FR2: (9)When riterion (8) is valid, this givesR� 4F!2 (10)for the luster size.We now onsider one more aspet of this prob-lem. The eletron remains in the region of the lusterCoulomb �eld under the ation of the eletromagnetiwave, but an return at another stage of variation of theeletromagneti wave strength if the eletron trajetoryis determined strongly by the �elds of the luster and ofthe eletromagneti wave. Of ourse, a large statistialweight of ontinuum spetrum states for this eletron50



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003 Distribution and evolution of eletrons : : :makes the eletron release favorable. It is importantthat the Coulomb �eld of the luster is not onstant intime preisely beause it is also reated by the motionof bound eletrons of the luster. Flutuations result-ing from the motion of internal luster eletrons leadto randomization of the motion of the transferring ele-tron and make its departure from the Coulomb luster�eld irreversible. This determines the appliability ofsimple formulas for ionization of the luster as a whole.Thus, as a result of the ionization proesses bothinside the luster atoms and for the luster as a whole,a spei� plasma is formed suh that multihargedatomi ions of the luster keep a part of the eletronsmoving inside the luster. These eletrons are lokedinside the luster, whereas a part of the eletrons re-leases and reates a luster harge. Later, this sys-tem deays as a result of luster expansion aused byCoulomb fores ating on ions. But the proesses offormation of this plasma determine its properties andthe harater of subsequent luster expansion.We onsider one more onsequene of luster harg-ing. Beause the harge of luster ions is not ompen-sated by the eletron harge, an additional �eld arisesin the luster. For simpliity, we use the model wherethe luster harge is distributed over the luster uni-formly. Then the eletri �eld of the luster hargewith the strength Fl = QrR3 = 4F rR (11)ats on an ion loated at the distane r from the lus-ter enter. This hanges the harges of forming mul-tiharged ions inside the luster. This problem wasexamined in [21, 22℄ in detail. Replaing the eletri�eld strength F of the laser wave in Bethe formula (1)with F + Fl, we obtain for the ion harge Z(r) at thedistane r from the luster enter thatF �1 + 4 rR� = J2Z4Z : (12)Thus, this harge is larger near the luster boundarythan at its enter. The data in Table 1 pertain to theharge of multiharged ions near the luster enter. Wealso inlude the harge near the luster boundary in thistable.We note that in the above onsideration, we as-sumed that the laser �eld penetrates inside the luster.This is a valid assumption beause the skin depth forthe laser signal is approximately 100 nm in this aseand exeeds the luster size in the range under on-sideration (a luster onsisting of 106Xe atoms has theradius 25 nm [23℄).

3. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN THECLUSTER PLASMA3.1. Relaxation of eletrons in a lusterThe luster plasma resulting from a laser pulse isexpanding. There are two fores ating on the lus-ter that ause it to expand during and after the laserpulse. The �rst is the pressure due to eletrons. Clus-ter eletrons ollide with ions and push them outside.The seond fore is determined by the Coulomb foreand depends on the harge distribution in the luster,whih is the distribution of ions, and eletrons.The energy distribution of eletrons established inthe luster during irradiation is far from the equilibriumone. The relaxation rate of the eletron subsystem isdetermined by eletron�eletron ollisions. The relax-ation time an therefore be de�ned as the time duringwhih a test eletron gains the energy Q=R in ollisionswith other eletrons, �ee � Q=R��ee ; (13)where � is the eletron energy hange and �ee is theeletron�eletron ollision rate. The eletron�eletronollision rate is given by [24℄�ee = Nep2��t �t = 4��2 ln �; (14)where ln � is the Coulomb logarithm. SubstitutingEqs. (14) in Eq. (13), we obtain the relaxation time�ee � Q=Rp�4p2�Ne ln � : (15)Substituting Eq. (9) in (15), we �nally obtain�ee � (Q=R)3=2 r3W3p2Z ln � = 8F 3=2r9=2W n1=23p2Z ln � : (16)We now ompare the relaxation eletron time �eewith the expansion time. The typial expansion timeis given by �exp =sMR3ZQ = 12rMRZF ; (17)where M is the ion mass. The ratio of these times isgiven by �ee�exp = 163p2 ln� F 2r4WpMZn1=3 � 1: (18)The ratios �ee=�exp for krypton, xenon, molybdenum,and tungsten lusters under typial laser parametersare given in Table 2. Condition (18) is satis�ed for allthe parameters onsidered, as follows from the data inTable 2.51 4*



M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003Table 2. The ratio of the relaxation time �ee forthe luster of 106 atoms to the expansion time �exp fordi�erent eletromagneti wave intensities1017 W/m2 1018 W/m2 1019 W/m2Kr 53 359 3100Xe 55 365 3160Mo 6.1 57 456W 4.5 33 2413.2. Eletron subsystem during lusterexpansionWe now onsider the behavior of eletrons in theourse of luster expansion. We use the above fatthat the expansion time is large ompared to the ty-pial time of equilibrium establishment in the eletronsubsystem. This implies that in ontrast to [25℄, thedistribution funtion of eletrons is not the Maxwellone, and ollisions between eletrons during luster ex-pansion an be ignored. We therefore start from theeletron distribution by energy that results from laserionization of atoms and analyze the evolution of ele-trons loated inside the luster. For simpliity, we usethe model where the positive harge is distributed uni-formly inside the luster, and the selfonsistent poten-tial of eletrons and multiharged luster ions is there-fore given by U(r) = � Q2R �3� r2R2� ; (19)where r is the distane from the luster enter, andwe onsider the interior luster part r � R. This as-sumption leads to the eletron number density insidethe luster Ne(r) = Z(r)Ni � 3Q4�R3 (20)(for the harge Z(r) of an individual atomi ion of theluster, see Table 1). Beause ions are distributed inthe luster uniformly before and at the �rst stage of itsexpansion, the harge of an individual ion depends onthe distane from the luster enter asZ(r) = Z0�1 + 2QFR2 rR�1=3 ; (21)whih orresponds to Eq. (12).We now onsider the harater of evolution ofthe luster during its expansion. Beause the self-

onsistent luster potential does not hange onsider-ably during the osillation period of a loked eletron,its adiabati invariant [26, 24℄I(t; �) = 12� Z [2m(�� U(r))℄1=2 dr (22)is onserved. The integration is performed between twoturning points of the loked eletron with a ertain en-ergy ". This quantity plays the role of an integral ofmotion for the eletron. The distribution funtion ofloked eletrons is then a funtion of the adiabati in-variant, f = f(I("; t)): (23)To obtain information about the luster evolution,we assume the luster harge Q to be onstant duringthe luster expansion and assume the luster potentialfor an individual eletron to be given by Eq. (19) whenthe luster radius R depends on time. The adiabatiinvariant for an individual eletron is then equal toI = 14
2 ["� l
℄ ; 
2 = QR3 ; (24)where l is the eletron orbital momentum that rangesfrom 0 to 
2R.We show that the eletron orbital momentum isonserved during the luster expansion. Indeed, theeletron momentum varies in eletron ollisions withions and eletrons, and beause these ollisions lead tosmall sattering angles, the typial momentum varia-tion during luster expansion is estimated as�l � l �exp�ei ; (25)where �ei is the typial time of eletron�ion ollisions.We here take into aount that eletron�ion ollisionsare more e�etive than eletron�eletron ollisions be-ause of the large average harge Z of luster ions, andthe luster expansion rate is determined by interationof the luster harge with eah ion. This leads to thefollowing estimates for these parameters:�ei � 1�ei � 4�NiZ2 ln �3v3 � nZ2l3 ln �;�exp �sMR3ZQ : (26)We give typial values of expansion times in Table 3,from whih it follows that under typial onditions ofluster evolution,�ll � �exp�ei �rMZ nZ2Q2 ln �� 1: (27)52



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003 Distribution and evolution of eletrons : : :Table 3. Typial expansion times (fs) at some pa-rameters of the interation between a laser wave andlusters for di�erent eletromagneti wave intensitiesand di�erent nn 1017 W/m2 1018 W/m2 1019 W/m2104 92 40 19Xe 105 134 58 28106 196 84 40104 79 33 13W 105 116 50 20106 170 73 30Thus, the above analysis shows that under typial on-ditions of luster evolution, the orbital momentum lof an individual eletron is onserved in the ourse ofluster expansion, and the eletron orbital momentuml an therefore be onsidered as an integral of motion.We now onsider the harater of motion of an indi-vidual eletron in the ourse of luster expansion, usingonservation of the adiabati invariant and the angulareletron momentum. The motion of loked eletronsonsists in rotation around the luster enter and os-illations in the radial diretion between two turningpoints. Under luster expansion, the turning points ofthe eletron also move. Using the expression for theenergy of an individual eletron" = 
2r22 + l22r2 (28)and the relation between 
 and the adiabati invariantI in Eq. (24), we obtain that the distanes r1;2 of theturning points from the enter are given byr21;2R(t)2 = 4IR(t)2 + l
(t)R(t)2 �� 2 � 4I2R(t)4 + 2Il
(t)R(t)4 �1=2 ; (29)where R(t) is the urrent luster size. Realling the re-lation between 
 and luster size in Eq. (24), we obtainthat r1;2R(t) � l(QR(t))1=4 � p2IR(t) : (30)Beause R(t) inreases in time, Eq. (30) implies thatthe eletron trajetory remains inside the luster in theourse of luster expansion and the relative distaneof turning points from the luster enter r1;2=R(t) de-reases. Beause the seond term in Eq. (30) dereases

faster than the �rst one, the motion of a loked eletrontends to transform into rotation.The motion of an eletron in the luster �eld on-sists of osillation in the luster potential U(r) and ro-tation around the luster enter haraterized by theeletron angular momentum l. Equation (30) gives thebehavior of turning points of a test eletron as the lus-ter expands. We see that turning points of a test ele-tron move from the luster enter slower than the radiusinreases. This implies that eletrons remain inside theluster during luster expansion, and luster expansiondoes not therefore lead to an additional luster ioniza-tion.We now onsider this problem from another stand-point, introduing the energy E of a test eletron suhthat the energy on the luster boundary is zero. As-suming that the eletron transition outside the lus-ter boundary means the eletron release, we rewriteEq. (24) for the adiabati invariant asE = I
2 + l
�W; (31)where W = 3
2R2=2 is the luster well depth. Weintrodue the redued eletron energyeE = El
 = � IR2 � 32�R2
 + 1: (32)If eE beomes positive, the eletron releases. But be-ause R2
 = pQR inreases as a result of luster ex-pansion, an initially negative value eE remains negative,i.e., luster ionization does not our as a result of lus-ter expansion in the absene of ollisions involving ele-trons.We next onsider the harater of luster expansionthat proeeds under the ation of the Coulomb �eld ofthe luster harge and under the ation of eletron ol-lisions. The fore ating on a test ion from the lusterharge is given by Fl = QZR2 : (33)The fore ating on the test ion in ollisions with ele-trons is Fel � �eip � 4�NiZ23v2 ln �; (34)where p is the typial eletron momentum. Substitut-ing the minimal eletron veloity v = pZn1=3=R inthis formula, we obtain an estimate for the fore atingon the luster boundary due to ollisions with eletrons,Fel � 3n2=3Z ln �R2 : (35)53



M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003Comparing the above fores, we haveFlFel = 43 Fr2Wln � � 1: (36)The luster expansion rate is therefore determined bythe Coulomb fore that ats on ions from the lusterharge. Hene, the equation for the evolution of theluster boundary has the formM d2Rdt2 = ZQR2 (37)and its approximate solution isR �r2 ZQR0M t: (38)A typial time T of the luster expansion isT =sMR30ZQ : (39)Typial luster expansion times are given in Table 3.We see that the luster expansion time beomes ompa-rable to the pulse duration under the laser intensities ofthe order 1019 W/m2. It may a�et luster evolutionduring irradiation and after it.4. CONCLUSIONThus, the analysis of the behavior of an individualluster in the �eld of a strong eletromagneti waveshows that eletrons loked in the luster annot leaveit after the laser pulse. Neither eletron�eletron olli-sions nor the luster expansion lead to a onsiderableadditional release of eletrons. The pressure reatedby eletron�ion ollisions gives a small ontribution tothe luster expansion rate. In addition, this analysisdemonstrates that under large intensities of the laserpulse, expansion during the irradiation an a�et theharater of interation between the laser pulse andthe luster.The author thanks V. P. Krainov for useful disus-sions. This work is supported by RFBR (grant � 01-02-16056) and CRDF (grant �MO-011-0).REFERENCES1. A. MPherson, J. Cobble, A. B. Borisov, B. D. Thomp-son, F. Omenetto, K. Boyer, and C. K. Rhodes,J. Phys. B 30, L767 (1997).2. M. Lezius, S. Dobosz, D. Normand, and M. Shmidt,J. Phys. B 30, L251 (1997).3. H. Honda, E. Miura, K. Katsura, E. Takahashi, andK. Kondo, Phys. Rev. A 61, 023201 (2000).
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